— DETERMINISM AND THE JUDGMENT {#123} OF GOD

(c) 2018 Dolf Leendert Boek, Revision: 27 February 2018

Transformative Prototype: *HOMOIOS* {#364 / #250} / HETEROS {#434 / #204}

To Guide with Names, Reason’s Realisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Male Idea</th>
<th>#364</th>
<th>Telos</th>
<th>#250</th>
<th>Female Idea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Great Guiding Signs?, Virtue of Benevolence</td>
<td>#35</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>#34 Great Guide, Trust in Its Perfection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Reversal, Putting Oneself Behind</td>
<td>#66</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>#31 Military Strategem, Quelling War</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Reversal, Putting Oneself Behind</td>
<td>#66</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>#81 Propounding the Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty in Knowing How, Obtuse</td>
<td>#70</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>#4 Using Guidance, Sourceless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognizing Agreements, Keeping Obligations</td>
<td>#75</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>#9 Inconstancy of Achievement, Practicing Piacidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Deeming Action, Government Administration</td>
<td>#37</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>#30 Achieving Oneness, Root of Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Prescriptions, Quietude</td>
<td>#3</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>#47 Ignorant Guides, Viewing the Distant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentional Reversal, Dimming Radiance</td>
<td>#7</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>#4 Using Guidance, Sourceless</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#671 CE [@5 - Using Pythagorean HETEROS mysticism redaction]

Transformative Prototype: *HOMOIOS* {#364 / #250} / HETEROS {#434 / #204}


.jackNote@zen: 4, row: 9, col: 5, nous: 81 [Date: 2018.2.23, Super: #364 / #66 - Strategic Reversal, Putting Oneself Behind; I-Ching: H41 - Diminution, Decrease, Diminishing; Tetra: 55 - Diminishment, Ego: #250 / #81 - Propounding the Essential; I-Ching: H11 - Peace, Pervading, Greatness; Tetra: 15 - Reach]
YOUTUBE: “Luke {luminous; white} Destroys The Death Star”

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KuKqcfO31is>

#364 as [300, #4, #10, #50] = diyn (H1779): {#0 as #64} 1) judgment; 1a) judgment; 1b) cause, plea; 1c) condemnation, judgment; 1d) dispute, legal suit, strife; 1e) government;

#364 as [#10, #8, #200, #80, #6, #50, #10] = charaph (H2778): {#1 as #288} 1) to reproach, taunt, blaspheme, defy, jeopardise, rail, upbraid; 2) (Qal) to winter, spend harvest time, remain in harvest time; 3) (Niphal) to acquire, be betrothed; 1a) (Qal) to reproach; 1b) (Piel) to reproach, defy, taunt;

#250 as [#90, #4, #100, #50, #6] = tsedeq (H6664): {#11 as #194} 1) justice, rightness, righteousness; 1a) what is right or just or normal, rightness, justness (of weights and measures); 1b) righteousness (in government); 1b1) of judges, rulers, kings; 1b2) of law; 1b3) of Davidic king, Messiah; 1b4) of Jerusalem as seat of just government; 1b5) of God’s attribute; 1c) righteousness, justice (in case or cause); 1d) *RIGHTNESS* (*IN* *SPEECH*); 1e) righteousness (as ethically right); 1f) righteousness (as vindicated), justification (in controversy), deliverance, victory, prosperity; 1f1) of God as covenant-keeping in redemption; 1f2) in name of Messianic king; 1f3) of people enjoying salvation; 1f4) of Cyrus {as miserable; as heir};

GIVEN THE MAJOR PREMISE {YANG/FATHER/HEAVEN/MALE/FORM - Formula of Universal Law} of circa 1550 BCE, which contains the law of that will:

7 x 24 *COURSES* *OF* *PRIESTLY* *DIVISIONS* x 13 = 2184 days of the 'oth cycle = 6D or 6 x 364 associated to the 'constant sequence of sun and moon' as 354 x 3 + 30 day intercalation = 1092 days x 2 = 2184 days

AS BEING AN OBJECTIVE GROUNDING OF INFINITY: "And God spake all these words, saying, 'I am the LORD thy God, which have brought thee out of the land of Egypt {that troubles or oppresses; anguish}, out of the house of bondage. Thou shalt have no other gods before me..." [Exodus 20:1-3 (KJV)]

22/7 as 3W1D ...

*HEAVEN* (GODHEAD):

<— RATIONAL PI IS IMPLICIT WITHIN THIS COSMOLOGICAL COMPREHENSION

#YOD [#10 - #MALKHUT] as 10 on 10 SEPTEMBER 2001)
We ought then to be able to deploy Hebrew (22) / Greek (24) Categories of Understanding interchangeably and we also can use English.

**BECAUSE THE ENGLISH VOWELS: A-E-I-O-U APPEAR TO BE DERIVED FROM THE HEBREW:**

#A (#1) = {Inner?} - #SOUTH
#E (#5) = {Totality?} - #CENTRE
#I (#9) = {Sphere?} - #NORTH
#O (#60) = {Polarity?} - #WEST? {#SAMEK as the 15th Hebrew Letter}
#U (#300) = {Harmony?} - #EAST {ie. determined as such by Pythagorean redaction method using the Greco-Roman magic square as frame of reference}

And just like the Hebrew final form letters these start at the chronological plane as the 4th - Nature amended in it Nature:

[jackNote@zen: 4, row: 4, col: 4, nous: 20 [Date: 2016.7.31, Super: #327 / #54 - Culturing Perspectives and Intuition; I-Ching: H55 - Abundance, Abounding, Fullness; Tetra: 45 - Greatness, Ego: #435 / #20 - Left without Language, Different From the Vulgar; I-Ching: H33 - Withdrawal, Retiring, Retreat, Yielding; Tetra: 50 - Vastness/Wasting]]

<http://www.grapple369.com/images/yinyang.gif>
[IMAGE: NATURE’S METHODOLOGY AS PROCESS OF THE GREEK NOTION OF PHUSIS: growth (by germination or expansion), that is, (by implication) natural production (lineal descent); by extension a genus or sort; figuratively native disposition, constitution or usage:—([man-]) kind, nature ([-al]) AS NOT ASSOCIATED TO ANY GOD]

This possible source of the BAGUA follows, that designated by King Wen of Zhou Dynasty: "When the world began, there was heaven and earth. Heaven mated with the earth and gave birth to everything in the world. Heaven is Qian-gua, and the Earth is Kun-gua. The remaining six guas are their sons and daughters".

The other source of BAGUA is the "Earlier Heaven" or "Fu Xi" arrangement. And its relationships are explained within the following way:

```
7  6  4
9  5  1
3  2  8
```

The Limitless (wuji) produces the delimited (youji), and this demarcation is equivalent to the Absolute (taiji) or in Kabbalist language as the Infinite Void / Nothingness (AIN SOF - Infinite Being) as The Primordial Source.

The Taiji (the two opposing forces in embryonic form) produces two forms, named yin-yang which are called Liangyi (the manifested opposing forces).

Yin (Passive/Female Principle) and Yang (Active/Male Principle)

These two forms produce four phenomena (Sìxiàng):
PROGRESSION: Lesser Yin (shaoyin)
SYNTHESIS: Greater Yin (taiyin, which also refers to the Moon)

ANTI-THESIS: Lesser Yang (shaoyang)
THESIS: Greater Yang (taiyang, which also refers to the Sun)

These four phenomena (Sixiàng) act on the eight trigrams (Bagua) which are used within Daoist cosmology to represent the fundamental principles of reality, seen as a range of eight interrelated concepts associated only to nature’s process of PHUSIS as growth (by germination or expansion), that is, (by implication) natural production (lineal descent); by extension a genus or sort; figuratively native disposition, constitution or usage:—([man-]) kind, nature ([-al]).

AND THE *EARTH* (DAO-ziran (Chinese) / COURSE-trochos (Greek) OF NATURE-genesis [James 3:6]:

THE MINOR PREMISE {YIN/MOTHER/EARTH/FEMALE/MATTER - Formula of Humanity}, WHICH CONTAINS THE COMMAND TO BEHAVE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW, THAT IS, THE PRINCIPLE OF SUBSUMPTION UNDER THE LAW: \( x \times 49 = 6J \) or \( 294 \times 364 \) days or \( 365.242320819 \times 293 \) years - Vernal Equinox Wednesday 20 March 1996 / 21 March = 1 Nisan 5756; and

AS BEING A LOGICAL GROUNDING OF INFINITY: "... Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them: for I the LORD thy God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth generation of them that hate me; And showing mercy unto thousands of them that love me, and keep my commandments..." [Exodus 20:5-6 (KJV)]

#MEM [#40] as 13 on 13 September 2001)

AND OF *MAN* (HOMO[IOS] SAPIEN[T]:

THE CONCLUSION {ZHUN/SON/SEA/ENUMERATE/OFFSPRING - Formula of Autonomy}, WHICH CONTAINS THE VERDICT (SENTENCE), WHAT IS LAID DOWN AS RIGHT IN THE CASE AT HAND: ... 6,000 as \( 122J3W1D + 9(9^2+1)/2 \) as #369 with Septet #41 centric on 13-17 September 2001 / 18 September = 1 Tishri 5762.

AS BEING A SUBJECTIVE GROUNDING OF INFINITY AS ETERNITY: "...Thou shalt not take the name of the LORD thy God in vain; for the LORD will not hold him guiltless that taketh his name in vain." [Exodus 20:7 (KJV)]

#TAU [#400] as 22)
#ALEPH to #LAMED: AUTONOMOUS HYPOTHETICAL FLUIDITY THEORY

{ANIMUS: OBEDIENCE}

#MEM to #QOPH: TETRAD FOR ANY GENII THESIS {SPIRITUS: AIDING}

#RESH to #TAU: IMPELEMENTATION {GRAVITAS: ASSISTING}

#YOD + #MEM + #TAU + #ALEPH {23 CHROMOSOME ELEMENTS AS THEORY OF GENDER}"

<http://www.grapple369.com?OVERVIEW>

You’ll notice from the Kabbalist notion of the #VOWELS which I have just summarily conveyed above, that they may well conform to our RATIIOCINATION paradigm and thusly given the #231 / #351 inclusions within this INDESTRUCTIBLE THOUGHT ATOM it then provides the best natural defence against any religious extremist ideology: @1 / @5.

"Then God turned, and gave them up to worship the host of heaven {#15 CE (Saturn) ... #34 CE (Jupiter) ... #65 CE (Mars) ... #111 CE (Sun) ... #175 CE (Venus) ... #260 CE (Mercury) ... #369 CE (Moon)}; as it is written in the book of the prophets, O ye house of Israel {who prevails with God}, have ye offered to me slain beasts and sacrifices by the space of forty years in the wilderness?

"49J1W2D - 4. Wherefore I [did] ordain for thee the year-weeks and the years and the jubilees: there are forty-nine jubilees from the days of Adam {earthy; red} until this day, and one week and two years and there are yet *FORTY* *YEARS* {49J1W2D + 5W5D = 50J as 50x49 = 2450 x 364 days of years = 891800 / 294 * 293 = 888766.66667 / 365.24232 = 2433.36168 AM or 1567 BCE} *TO* *COME* (*LITERALLY* "*DISTANT*"

*FOR* *LEARNING* *THE* *COMMANDMENTS* *OF* *THE* *LORD*,

*UNTIL* *THEY* *PASS* *OVER* *INTO* *THE* *LAND* *OF* *CANAAN*

{merchant; trader; or that humbles and subdues}, crossing the Jordan {the river of judgment} to the WEST {#SAMEK as the 15th Hebrew Letter}. 
<http://www.grapple369.com/images/ANKH-Fascist-Roman-Catholic-Empire-Governance.jpeg>

**[IMAGE: Egyptian ANKH as the basis of Fascist / Roman Catholic {ie. hymeneal as marriage / sovereign dynamic v's Jewish Torah Intellectus as Genitive Voluntātus} Empire Governance]**

Yea, ye took up the tabernacle {ie. PYTHAGOREAN binomial conception of the HETEROS THEORY OF NUMBER} of Moloch {Caesar / Pontifex Maximus as King}, and the star of your god Remphan {ie. the combined Angelic genius Ou'RaEL = Vav (#6) + Resh (#200) + Aleph (#1) + Lamed (#30) as derived from a 3x3 = #15 (9) matrix which is used as a template to formulate the values for various elements as being inclusive of AIR: #114 (#342 {ie. #341 + @1 as Cardinal Sin}) + #123 (#369) = #237 - *USE* *OF* *FORCE*}, figures which ye made to worship them: and I will carry you away beyond Babylon {incongruity; confusion; mixture as distinct from congruity and ratiocination} / Damascus {a sack full of blood; the similitude of burning}." [Acts 7:42-43; 9:2 (KJV)]

The metempirical consideration is then whether the English language itself is an extrusion of the INTELLECTUS par excellence.

And that you are entirely banal, anal and your manner of accountability when speaking is little more than pucker, grunt and defecation as defeasance.
Defeasance (or defeazance) (French: défaire, to undo), within law, is an instrument which defeats the force or operation of some other deed or estate; as distinguished from condition, that which in the same deed is called a condition is a defeasance in another deed.

The commentary which was published within 4 BCE on the Tetragram #16 - CONTACT given by the CANON OF SUPREME MYSTERY (T'AI HSUAN CHING) as meta-descriptor (ie. outside time) prototypes which formed the non encapsulated as artifice basis of the Chinese DAOist (206 BCE to 220 CE) Empirical governance which had its Grand Inception on the midnight new moon of the solstice on 21 December 103 BCE (and which continues to this day), it specifically states: "*THE* *WISE* *PERSON* (ie. HOMO [iOS] SAPIEN [T]) *AVOIDS* *CONTACT* *WITH* *LESSER*, *BESTIAL* *MEN* { ie. HETEROS: #15 - SATURN (MARRIAGE/SOVEREIGN DYNAMIC: 
41 1 57
49 33 17
9 65 25 = #99 / #297 {#ONE}

) ... #34 - JUPITER (SERPENT BY DETERMINISM IS #351 AS ANTHROPIC PROTOTYPE: 
47 7 63
55 39 23
15 71 31 = #117 / #351 {#SEVEN}

USING *EGYPTIAN* *ANKH* / *ROMAN* EMPIRE* *GOVERNANCE*

) ... #65 - MARS (*MALEFICENT* IN BEING IS #231 AS FASCIST: 
74 81 76
79 77 75
78 73 80 = #231 - #108 = #123 / #693 - #369 = #324 {#TEN} AS RETURN TO GRECO-ROMAN MAGIC SQUARE BEING ITSELF.

) AND IDEA SOURCE FOR THE SWASTIKA:
[IMAGE: TRUTH IS A COSMOGONIC CONSIDERATION AFTER ALL:

1) Telos (6,000 as 122J3W1D) = Arch (#0 as 22/7 = 3W1D) + c² is a genuine Sabbath based PARADIGM [Exodus 20:8; Deuteronomy 5:15]

As the relativity and grounding of the Infinite to the temporal reality (ie. the phenomenology as the deterministic unfolding of history) which is implied by the notion of rational PI and the cosmogonical Genesis reprise {#0} of the lunar / solar cycle occurring on the equinox of Wednesday 20th March 1996 / New Moon on Thursday 21st March 1996.

2) Pythagorean Theorem: c² = a² + b² is fascist (see discussion below) and now redundant as only a METHODOLOGY]

} *LEST* *HE* *BE* *INFLUENCED *FOR* *THE* *WORSE*:
MALEFICENT (adjective): literary causing harm or destruction, especially by supernatural means. - Astrology relating to the planets Saturn (#15) and Mars (#65), traditionally considered to have an unfavourable influence.

MALFEASANCE (noun): (LAW) the performance by a public official of an act that is legally unjustified, harmful, or contrary to law; wrongdoing used especially of an act in violation of a public trust; Word of the Day for 1 March 2017; www.dictionary.com

However this MALFEASANCE is unlawful conduct by a public authority such as the Victoria Police under Section 38(1) to (3) of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities No. 43 of Act 2006, which states: "(1) Subject to this section, IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR A PUBLIC AUTHORITY TO ACT IN A WAY THAT IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH A HUMAN RIGHT OR, IN MAKING A DECISION, TO FAIL TO GIVE PROPER CONSIDERATION TO A RELEVANT HUMAN RIGHT.

ANGEL GENIE CORRESPONDENCES TO MERCURY (#260)

47 7 63  
55 39 23  
15 71 31 = #117 / #351 (#SEVEN)

#7 (9) - AKHAYAH (Seraphim-Archangels) = #7 <-- *INTELLECTUS* *AS* *GENITIVE* *VOLUNTÅTUS*
#15 (8) - HHARIEL (Cherubim-Archangel) = #22 <-- *RATIONAL* *PI* {*A* *PRIORI* *COSMOLOGY* *BY* *BOOKS* *OF* *ENOCH* / *JUBILEE* AS TIME DIVISIONS BY JUBILEES: 7^2 / WEEKS: 7^1 / DAYS: 7^0}
#23 (7) - MELAHEL (Throne-Archangel) = #45 <-- *GNOMIC* {#CENTRE / #111 / #333 / #666} *CATEGORIES* *OF* *UNDERSTANDING*
#31 (6) - LEKABEL (Dominion-Archangel) = #76
#39 (5) - REHAIEL (Powers-Archangel) = #115 <-- *CIRCUMCISION* / *BILLHOOK* / *SPEAR* / *KNIVES* *WEAPONS*
#47 (4) - OSHLYAH (Virtues-Archangel) = #162
#55 (3) - MEAHYAH (Principalities-Archangel) = #217
#63 (2) - AENDEL (Archangels-Archangel) = #280
#71 (1) - HYEIEL (Angels-Archangel) = #351 <-- *THUS* *BY* *THIS*
*PROOF* *WE* *DEMONSTRATE* *THAT* *HATRED* *IS* *THE* *PRINCIPLE* *FUNCTION* *OF* *THE* *RELIGIOUS* *BELIEF* *ITSELF* *AND* *THERE* *IS* *NO* *CONCEPT* *SUCH* *AS* *MODERATE* *ISLAM* *OR* *THIS* *NUTBAG* *AS* *RATHER* *A* *QUESTION* *OF* *DEGREES* *ASSOCIATED* *WITH* *IGNORANCE* {#335 as #1, #3, #50, #70, #10, #1, #200 = agnoia (G52): {#9 as #135 as UMBRA interference mapping within Islamic belief to the Arch-Angel of Aries {21 March – 19 April} as MALKIDIEL {#145 as #40, #30, #20, #10, #4, #10, #1, #30} *THE* *EMPEROR* / DIAMOND / SPRING / *RAM* / RED

YOUTUBE: “Thunder (Imagine Dragons)”

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKopy74weus>

} as SATURN: #FIRE, #EARTH, #AIR, #WATER} 1) lack of knowledge, ignorance; 1a) especially of divine things; 1b) of moral blindness}.

JAMES CARMODY (ABC NEWS) @ 1620 HOURS ON 25 FEBRUARY 2018:
“UNUSUAL' THUNDERSTORM HITS PERTH'S SOUTH, TEARING OFF ROOFS, FLOODING HOMES:

The Department of Fire and Emergency Services is attending dozens of call outs for storm damage in Perth's southern suburbs after a severe thunderstorm hit Rockingham.

Bureau of Meteorology forecaster Adam Connery said it was not an average thunderstorm.

"This cell is reasonably unusual in that it formed over water and was very intense and observing wind gusts of 130 kilometres per hour is very strong," he said.

"It's certainly enough to cause damage particularly to trees and that sort of thing and can also cause property damages which is what we've seen out of this."

"The thunderstorms also have reasonably low bases, which means there's a fair bit of lightning activity with it and a fair risk of that lightning hitting the ground."

That risk led Surf Life Saving WA to close a number of beaches south of Perth including Secret Harbour and San Remo."

"And JESUS {He is saved/A saviour; a deliverer} OF NAZARETH {Sovereign; one chosen or set apart; separated; crowned; sanctified} saith unto them {ie. James {that supplants, undermines; the heel} and John {the grace or mercy of the Lord} as the sons of Zebedee {abundant; portion} / Boanerges {sons of thunder} [Mark 3:17]}

}, Ye shall drink indeed of my cup, and be baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with: but to sit on my right hand, and on my left, is not mine to give, but it shall be *GIVEN* *TO* *THEM* *FOR* *WHOM* *IT* *IS* *PREPARED* *OF* *MY* *FATHER*." [Matthew 20:23 (KJV)]

MARK LANGFAN (ARUTZ SHEVA) @ 0800 HOURS ON 22 FEBRUARY 2018: "HOW TRUMP HAS MADE ISRAEL'S LEFTIST GENERALS LOOK LIKE RANK FOOLS:

No one needs to have an Israeli security clearance to monitor what the Palestinian leaders are saying about their obsessive desire to murder every Israeli in Tel Aviv.

Look at a 4 January, 2013 statement by Mahmoud Abbas: “We must remember the pioneers - the Grand Mufti.” In 1939, before there was a State of Israel, before there was a 'West Bank', there was Haj Amin Al-Husseini, the British appointed Palestine Mufti who wanted nothing other than to murder every last Jew and Englishmen in what was then the Palestine mandate.

Al-Hussieni went on to foment the genocidal murder of 600 Jews in Bagdad in a pogrom when the pro-Nazi coup was quelled by England. Al-Husseini then met with Adolf Hitler who at their meeting on 28 November, 1941 promised the “total destruction” of the Jews. And then the next day, 29 November, Heydrich sent out the invitations to the Wannsee Conference where the Final Solution was said to have been officially formulated and implemented.

THE GENOCIDAL NAZI PLAN TO MASS-MURDER JEWS IS INEXTRICABLY INTERTWINED WITH THE GENOCIDAL PALESTINIAN PLAN TO MASS-MURDER JEWS.

The problem is the leftist Israeli generals think that despite all evidence to the contrary, they have the silver bullet. In reality, the Two-State Solution “bullet” is aimed at the State of Israel and its 6 million Jewish inhabitants.

These generals think that if their “solution” doesn't work out, they can reinvade the ‘West Bank’ just as they invaded it in 1967. They’re reliving the glory of the 1967 war, instead of understanding the fact fact that 2018 is not 1967. But whether they are fools or traitors for money, the bottom line is they need to be exposed for the *TUTTI* lies they are spewing and the infecting of Jewish minds.
There is a reason no Israeli Leftist general would ever debate me: I would expose them for the military frauds that they are. But, time is short. There may be another election soon. Everyone has to study and be prepared to expose these talking heads for the frauds that they are.

It’s a testament to President Trump’s truth in diplomacy that one obvious declaration of reality has shown these Leftist Israeli generals up as the rank fools that they [really] are.” [http://www.israelnationalnews.com/Articles/Article.aspx/21743>

*TUTTI* (adjective):
- [Music]: all; all the voices or instruments together.
- [Music]: intended for or performed by all (or most of) the voices or instruments together, as a passage or movement in concert music (opposed to solo).

(noun):
- [Music]: a tutti passage or movement.
- [Music]: the tonal product or effect of a tutti performance.

Word of the Day for 24 February 2018; Courtesy: www.dictionary.com

ORIGIN: The Italian word tutti means “all,” i.e., all the instruments or voices of an orchestra together. Tutti is the masculine plural of tutto “all,” from Vulgar Latin totus (unattested), from Latin tōtus.

Uncertain. Perhaps related to Oscan †ΟΫΟ (tuto, “community, city-state”), Umbrian †ΟLOYEE (totam, “tribe”, acc.), from Proto-Italic toutā (“people; populace, citizenship”) from Proto-Indo-European tewtéh₂ (“people”).

Tutti entered English in the 18th century.

QUOTES:
“He used to say that music could be either about almost nothing, one tiny strand of sound plucked like a silver hair from the head of the Muse, or about everything there was, all of it, tutti tutti, life, marriage, otherworlds, earthquakes, uncertainties, warnings, rebukes, journeys, dreams, love, the whole ball of wax, the full nine yards, the whole catastrophe.” [Salman Rushdie, The Ground Beneath Her Feet, 1999]

“You will hear the very obvious difference in volume between the tutti notes and the immediately following music, which is still forte but is played by fewer instruments.” [Robert Nelson, Carl J. Christensen, Foundations of Music, 2006]
"When the Son of man {ie. the unencumbered will of the self-identity as formula of autonomy according to the HOMOIOS THEORY OF NUMBER} shall come in his glory, and all the holy angels with him, then shall he sit upon the throne of his glory:

And before him shall be gathered all nations: and he shall separate them one from another, as a shepherd divideth his sheep from the goats: And he shall set the sheep on his right hand, but the goats on the left.

Then shall the King say unto them on his right hand, Come, ye *BLESSED* *OF* *MY* *FATHER*, *INHERIT* *THE* *KINGDOM* *PREPARED* *FOR* *YOU* *FROM* *THE* *FOUNDATION* *OF* *THE* *WORLD*...

[Matthew 25:31-34 (KJV)]

Dead Sea Scrolls allude to this apocalyptic event as the outpouring of the Holy Spirit: "In his mysterious insight and glorious wisdom God has countenanced an era in which perversity triumphs {ie. *THE* *RULE* *OF* *BELIAL* / *SERPENT* / #351}, but at the time appointed for visitation He shall destroy such forever. Then shall truth come forth in victory upon the earth. Sullied by wicked ways while perversity rules, at the time of the appointed judgment truth shall be decreed. By His truth God shall then purify all human deeds, and refine some of humanity so as to extinguish every perverse spirit from the inward parts of the flesh, cleansing from every wicked deed by a holy spirit. Like purifying waters, He shall sprinkle each with a spirit of truth, effectual against all the abominations of lying and sullying by an unclean spirit. Thereby He shall give the upright insight into the knowledge of the Most High and the *WISDOM* *OF* *THE* *ANGELS*, making wise those following the perfect way.

Indeed God has chosen them for an eternal covenant; all the glory of Adam shall be theirs alone. Perversity shall be extinct, every fraudulent deed put to shame.

Until now the spirits of truth and perversity have contented within the human heart. All people walk in both wisdom and foolishness. As is a person's endowment of truth and righteousness, so shall he hate perversity; conversely, in proportion to bequest in the lot of evil, one will act wickedly and abominate truth. God has appointed these spirits as equals until the time of decree and renewal. He foreknows the outworking of their deeds for all ages [of eternity]."

[Charter of a Jewish Sectarian Association 1QS, 4Q255-264a, 5Q11, Col. 4.18-26]
Some *Mores* / laws apply according to the dictums and needs of the temporal relativity as the determined age / aion so as to enable the survival of the self ego through the passage as the continuum of time itself but do not apply in the circumstance where all time is known: “For in the resurrection they neither marry, nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels of God in heaven.” [Matthew 22:30 (KJV)]

*Mores* (noun):
- [Sociology]: folkways of central importance accepted without question and embodying the fundamental moral views of a group.
- Word of the Day for 25 February 2018; Courtesy: www.dictionary.com

ORIGIN: The Latin noun mōrēs is the plural of mōs “custom, habit, usage, wont.” The Latin noun, whether singular or plural, has a wider range of usage than English mores has. Mōs may be good, bad, or indifferent: in Cicero’s usage the phrase mōs mājōrum “custom of our ancestors” is roughly equivalent to “constitution”; mōs sinister means “perverted custom,” literally “left-handed”; and Horace used to walk along the Via Sacra as was his habit (mōs).

Mores entered English in the late 19th century.

QUOTES: “… as Lincoln now feared, with the passing of this noble generation, ‘if the laws be continually despised and disregarded, if their rights to be secure in their persons and property, are held by no better tenure than the caprice of a mob, the alienation of their affections from the Government is the natural consequence.’ To fortify against this, Lincoln essentially proposed that the national mores of America—taught in every classroom, preached in every church, proclaimed in every legislative hall&mdash;must revolve around ‘reverence’ to the laws …” [David Bahr, "Abraham Lincoln’s Political Menagerie," Forbes, June 29, 2017]

“... the artist has always considered himself beyond the mores of the community in which he lived.” [Philip Roth, The Ghost Writer, 1979]

*HE* *FOREKNOWS* {ie. time no longer [Revelation 10:6]} *THE* *OUTWORKING* *OF* *THEIR* *DEEDS* *OF* *ALL* *AGES* [*OF* *ETERNITY*].

ANGEL GENIE CORRESPONDENCES TO MOON (#369)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>48</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

= #120 / #360 {#Eight}

<http://www.grapple369.com?idea:{120}&idea:{360}>
One day the English will realise that they've nothing to gain in Europe... *IF* *THEY* *WANT* *TO* *SAVE* *NEW* *ZEALAND* *AND* *AUSTRALIA*, they can't let India go.

### PAGE #609 (REVISITING BATTLEFIELDS):

The *SOLDIER* *HAS* *A* *BOUNDLESS* *AFFECTION* *FOR* *THE* *GROUND* *ON* *WHICH* *HE* *HAS* *SHED* *HIS* *BLOOD*. IF WE COULD ARRANGE THE TRANSPORT, WE *SHOULD* *HAVE* *A* *MILLION* *PEOPLE* *POURING* *INTO* *FRANCE* *TO* *REVISIT* *THE* *SCENES* *OF* *THEIR* *FORMER* [*BOER* / *ANZAC*] *STRUGGLE*. [HITLER'S TABLE TALK IDEA @120 / PAGE #609 (REVISITING BATTLEFIELDS)]

---

#48 (4) - MIHEL (Virtues-Angels) = #168

#56 (3) - PHOHEL (Principalities-Angels) = #224

**MENS** *REA*: #334 = #40, #4, #200, #20, #10, #20, #40 = derek (H1870): {#1 as #224} 1) way, road, distance, journey, manner; 1a) road, way, path; 1b) journey; 1c) direction; 1d) manner, habit, way; 1e) of course of life (fig.); 1f) of moral character (fig.).

#64 (2) - MEHIEL (Archangels-Angels) = #288

as [
#10, #8, #200, #80, #6, #50, #10
] = charaph (H2778): {#1 as #288}

**INTERFERENCE** *AS* *EVIDENCE* *OF* *ANTI*- *SEMITISM* 

1) to reproach, taunt, *BLASPHEME*, defy, jeopardise, rail, upbraid; 2) (Qal) to *WINTER*, spend harvest time, remain in harvest time; 3) (Niphal) to acquire, *BE* *BETROTHED*; 1a) (Qal) *TO* *REPROACH*; 1b) (Piel) *TO* **REPROACH**, *DEFY*, *TAUNT*;

#72 (1) - MOUMYAH (Angels-Angels) = #360

OUR WORLD IS GUIDED BY TWO PRINCIPLES: {

@1 - CARDINAL SIN AS THE WICKEDNESS OF PRELATES SUCH AS THE ARCHIMANDRITE AND OF NUNS

@5 - IMMUTABLE SELF-CENTREDNESS THAT PRESUMPTUOUSLY STANDS WITHIN THE PLACE OF GOD

} AS THAT WHICH NOW HAS NO FURTHER OPPORTUNITY FOR GOD ALMIGHTY'S GRACE.

Whilst it may continue to function as an acceptable METHODOLOGY {ARCH KAI TELOS OIDA: #1 + #2 + #3 ++#4 = #10} with an encapsulated sphere of operation {

---
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
41 & 1 & 57 \\
49 & 33 & 17 \\
9 & 65 & 25 = \#99 / \#297 \{\#ONE\} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
42 & 2 & 58 \\
50 & 34 & 18 \\
10 & 66 & 26 = \#102 / \#306 \{\#TWO\} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
43 & 3 & 59 \\
51 & 35 & 19 \\
11 & 67 & 27 = \#105 / \#315 \{\#THREE\} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
44 & 4 & 60 \\
52 & 36 & 20 \\
12 & 68 & 28 = \#108 / \#324 \{\#FOUR\} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
74 & 81 & 76 \\
79 & 77 & 75 \\
78 & 73 & 80 = \#231 - \#108 = \#123 / \#693 - \#369 = \#324 \{\#TEN\} AS RETURN TO GRECO-ROMAN MAGIC SQUARE BEING ITSELF \{\} \\
\end{array}
\]

, it is entirely a specious notion to declare it is the root and causal basis of the perennialist philosophical tradition:

24 \{Greek Letters / Jewish Priestly Divisions\} x 7 \{days / week as base 7 chronology\} x 13 \{#MEM / #40 - / #1 - Nature Contains Nature \{MOTHER (INTELLECTUS AS GENITIVE VOLUNTĀTIS) - The tongue of decree deciding between them\} [#15 / #6 - Form of Nature]\}

= \#2184 as solar / lunar cycles: 6D as 6 x 364 day / solar year or 6 x 354 day / lunar year + 2 x 30 days intercalation.


As an abnormal clustering which we have observed within the CATEGORY OF UNDERSTANDING \#473 within the Nous: \#77 - Natural Guide, Heaven's Reason; I-Ching: H12 - Obstruction, Standstill (stagnation), Selfish persons; Tetra: 57 - Guardedness;
#231 - #108 = #123 / #693 - #369 = #324 {#TEN} AS RETURN TO GRECO-ROMAN MAGIC SQUARE BEING ITSELF

#473 as #40, #400, #1, #2, #30 = abal (H56): {#0 as #33 *** THIS IS AN INTERFERENCE ***} 1) to mourn, lament; 1a) (Qal) to mourn, lament; 1a1) of humans; 1a2) of inanimate objects (fig.); 1a2a) of gates; 1a2b) of land; 1b) (Hiphil); 1b1) to mourn, cause to mourn (fig.); 1c) (Hithpael); 1c1) to mourn; 1c2) play the mourner;

#473 as #20, #3, #50, #400 = gannah (H1593): {#1 as #58 *** THIS IS AN INTERFERENCE ***} 1) garden, orchard;

#473 as #6, #400, #7, #2, #8, #10, #40 = zabach (H2076): {#2 as #17 *** THIS IS AN INTERFERENCE ***} 1) to slaughter, kill, sacrifice, slaughter for sacrifice; 1a) (Qal); 1a1) to slaughter for sacrifice; 1a2) to slaughter for eating; 1a3) to slaughter in divine judgment; 1b) (Piel) to sacrifice, offer sacrifice;

#473 as #5, #80, #8, #100, #20, #5, #200, #5, #50 = eparkeo (G1884): {#12 as #1011} 1) to avail or be strong enough for; 1a) to ward off or drive away, a thing for another's advantage; 1a1) a thing from anyone, to defend; 1b) to aid, give assistance, relieve; 1b1) to give aid from one's own resources;

#473 as #20, #1, #300, #1, #100, #1, #50 = katara (G2671): {#13 as #423} 1) an execution, imprecation, *CURSE*;

#9 (8) - HAZIEL (King-Cherubim) = #10
#17 (7) - LEVYAH (King-Throne) = #27 <-- *SOVEREIGNTY* *PRINCIPLE*
#25 (6) - NETEHYAH (King-Dominion) = #52 <-- *THEY* *ARE* *AS* *LIGHT* / *GOD* *AS* #123
#33 (5) - YHOUYAH (King-Powers) = #85 <-- *DIAMOND* / *ADAMANT*
#41 (4) - HEHAHEL (King-Virtues) = #126
#49 (3) - OHOUEL (King-Principalities) = #175
<-- *VENUS* (7x7 = #49 / #175) *USE* *OF* *MARRIAGE* *AS* *AN* *ANTHROPIC* *PROTOTYPE*
#57 (2) - NEMAMYAH (King-Archangels) = #232
#65 (1) - DAMBYAN (King-Angels) = #297

**YOUTUBE:** "Never Again? How How fascism hijacks democracies over and over (ROB RIEMAN)"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ye4jKSNHhms>

**ROB RIEMAN (T.U.R.D PHILOSOPHER @ BIG THINK) ON 4 FEBRUARY 2018:** "Why is it difficult to identify fascism?

Well the first, the main reason I think, is that it’s bad news. And with bad news, with inconvenient truths the natural response is denial, right?

The most famous form of denial related to inconvenient truth was the report of the Club of Rome in 1972 limits to the growth, which was the first scientific report to make clear for the whole world that an ongoing economic growth in a industrial society will have devastating consequences for the planet. And the denial was enormous for decades. Now the denial is no longer possible and, you know, governments try to do what they do, and Greenpeace and other organizations—But imagine how the world, how the planet would have looked like if at that time people would have realized yes, it’s an inconvenient truth but they are right. We wasted time.

So the first part and to say look, the return of fascism is an inconvenient truth.

The second thing is... it’s very embarrassing, you know. After World War II, especially in my part of the world where fascism came from, Europe, at our commemoration day we will say, “never again”. That’s what we said all the time: “Never again.”

And so the whole idea that this terrible, terrible thing of fascism could be back was, you know, out of the question.

The third element is the phenomenon of we do not know our history anymore. There is a kind of political amnesia.

And so we are, we have forgotten some extremely important warnings which the warnings did not come from the political scientists. The warnings came from important artists. Novelists like Albert Camus and Thomas Mann, two great artists who lived through the era of fascism.
And in 1947, independent of each other, said “Don’t make the mistake. World War II is over but fascism did not disappear.”

Camus even wrote a very important novel about it, La Peste, The Plague, trying to explain “Look, this phenomenon of fascism is there to stay because it’s the dark side of every democracy. In every democracy it is possible that at the very moment the spirit of democracy is gone then you’ll get a society (which we now call a mass society) which is no longer cultivating the high ideals of a democracy, but you get the kind of society which is dominated by our lowest instincts – greed, fear, resentment, hatred, propaganda, stupidity. And that’s where the demagogues and the populists will move in and they will present their own version of fascism.

But we don’t recognize it, again because the idea is – well we know fascism is a bad thing, but in our, you know, media, Hollywood-oriented visual culture... look, in a visual culture, evil has to be very visible.

Look at Batman, right? Batman, handsome guy. And who’s the evil guy? The Joker, and you immediately see that is an evil man, right?

And James Bond, you immediately recognize who are the good guys and who are the bad guys. So we think that if there’s evil in our society you have to be able to immediately see it, right?

And so when it comes to fascism probably we’ll have swastikas and black uniforms and silly gestures. Now of course on the fringe there are always those lunatics who like to present themselves “Oh we are fascist” or “we are Nazis” or whatever. That’s the fringe. We can ignore, I mean, those idiots are always there.

But the fascism in our time will present itself in forms of our time.

So we have to look at the characteristics because the characteristics will be the same.

You and I—everybody who looks at this—will be different next year and five years from now, okay, because of time. At the same time we’re still the same, because our characteristics are still the same.

And so what are the characteristics of a fascist culture? In a fascist culture you’ll always have, and again, you know, the terrible examples of Mussolini, Franco and Hitler—they tell us: The fascist leader will always come forward in a time of crisis.

He—most of the time it’s a he—will present himself as the anti-political leader who will cure society of all social evils. A kind of new messiah. It's a cult figure.
It will always be a form of extreme nationalism, you know, to “make the country great again”. That’s a very old phrase every fascist will use. Deprived of any positive idea, not even interested in it, because those fascist leaders are completely obsessed by self-interest. It’s all about them, them, them, them—them and nothing else.

They know they have to use all kinds of propaganda to captivate and brainwash and manipulate people. Again this is also an old story. I mean interestingly—enough the focuses of Sigmund Freud—Mr. Bernays, came here to America in the twenties and he wrote a small essay which is still available, entitled Propaganda.

And Bernays became the godfather of marketing and he became also very rich because he was one of those people who at that time managed to make women smoke. And he also could use the techniques of his uncle Sigmund Freud. But anyway in his essay Propaganda he in a very honest way said look, of course America is a democracy and Washington was the president and the congress.

He said, “but beyond that is an invisible government. And that’s us. Because we can control the mind of the people by marketing, by propaganda, by advertisement, a whole commercial culture is like this, right?”

So interestingly enough when the Nazis came to power in the thirties he got in touch with the White House and said look, you know, I know those people. Not personally but I know that Goebbels because I know their techniques. Probably I can help you because we will have the war of propaganda.

So anyway, propaganda. The other thing is all fascists will be and have to be: pathological liars. It will always be lies, lies, lies, lies, lies.

And a very telling example is that one of my intellectual heroes, Thomas Mann, who came to America in 1938, in 1948 he gave a lecture in L.A. And he said at that time, “if fascism should come to America it will come in the name of freedom.” And interesting enough so many of those fascist parties are parties for freedom including my country, the Netherlands, is the Party for Freedom. Of course this is a lie.

(Unintelligible) Okay, so there was this thing of and the demand of complete loyalty.

Then because the crisis is there so we always are in need of a scapegoat. The Jews or the Mexicans or the black people or people from Poland or wherever. They always are in need of a scapegoat. They are always in need of new enemies. And so the thing is that fascism is a political expression of our lowest human instincts. And with a leader who knows how to use it, you’ll get a very corrosive process in your democracy.
What we should never forget – two things about this.

We should never forget that Hitler could come into power through a democratic process. It was a democratic process. And even more telling than that: he lost the popular vote. He had 11 million votes, and 22 million voters did not vote for him. But the political parties, the power elite at that time thought well, you know, we can use the guy, we can control him. We give him this responsibility then people will understand what kind of failure he is, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera, so many things as we’re seeing here right now.

And then there is this terrible blind spot.

So even one of the great heroes of the twentieth century, Winston Churchill, on February 1933 – so Hitler was already in power. He gave a speech for the League Against Socialism—because as a real conservative, for Churchill, socialism was one of the terrible things and he immediately related it to Bolshevism, et cetera. In this lecture he gave there he says, he says quote-unquote, “In Italy it was Mussolini. Mussolini is the Italian genius of law and his fascism might be the strategy for our future.” Churchill in 1933. I mean it took him even a couple more years to realize what the connection is between Mussolini and Hitler.

So if even if Churchill, you know, can make this mistake, and he was not the only one—I mean even Freud in the thirties dedicated one of his books to Mussolini. And with a whole line up of hundreds of intellectuals who wanted to see Mussolini. He wasn’t only a politician but he also was a poet, he wrote plays, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.

So anyway fascism always comes with a huge temptation.

This is also the reason why so many intellectuals and so many artists on the one hand they could go off to Stalin and, you know, Stalin is the new messiah. But they also felt, you know, temptation to fascism. So if you put all these things together we realize that again in moments of crisis when people are losing trust in their own political system—which is happening—when the democratic spirit is going out a new anti-democratic spirit will come in.

And if we have bad luck—and we are now having a lot of bad luck in Europe, and here—and here the risk is a leader with a fascist mindset."


SEE ALSO: “VOYEURISM, CELEBRITY AND RUMOUR AS THE HEART OF AMERICAN ALTRUISM” dated 2 to 15 January 2018
SEE ALSO: "BUDGIE TALK ON ADOLF HITLER'S #AIDING, #WILLINGLY OR #UNWILLINGLY THE DISSOLUTION OF THE STATE AND ITS BIBLICAL PARALLELISM AS ANGEL {TETRA: 18 - WAITING / 21 - RELEASE} WITHIN KABBALAH NOMENCLATURE AS CELESTIAL HIERARCHY" dated 21 to 24 January 2018

DOLF @ 1119 HOURS ON 24 FEBRUARY 2018: "I don't think that I have ever met a greater apologist for fascism than 'Rob Riemen' nor any other organisation driven by propagandist idealism than 'BIG THINK'.

COLONEL EDMUND (ATHEIST / BUDDHIST / T.U.R.D. PHILOSOPHER / VIETNAM VETERAN / LADY BOY WANTS AS HETEROSEXUAL) BURKE AS WHITE SUPREMACIST FREEMASONRY {A-U-M} DELUSIONAL SH@T @ 0828 HOURS ON 26 OCTOBER 2009: “BOYS NAMED GUY:

Sometimes people wonder about boys named Guy. Why mommy and daddy choose this odd name. Is it to remind them that their little prince is a boy, and not a girl? Shouldn't this fact, in fact, be self-evident. Well, apparently it's not always so, but then it's always open to debate. Curiously, I've never know a guy named Guy, though I'm familiar with a Guy Street in the neighborhood. These, and other significant issues, are curiously pondered by questioning minds.”

— ODE TO TRUMP'S FANNY —

"WHAT A *COZE*
IS THIS BIZ;
YANK MY HOSE;
FOR SOME JIZ;

I'M A GRUNT
SHE A TOAD.
DRY OLD C@NT
TILL I LOAD.

SHE'S A NUN
WHAT A PUMPKIN
SO MUCH FUN
AT THE BL@MPKIN

HITS THE SPOT
JUST TO DUMP
AWFULLY HAWT
T'IS MY FRUMP."

*COZE* (verb/noun):
- a friendly talk, a chat;
- to converse in a friendly way;
- [French origin of 1820-30]: derived from causer to chat, Old French: to reason, expound; from Latin: causārī to plead a cause, plead as an excuse, derivative of causa cause;
- Word of the Day for 28 March, 2017; Courtesy: www.dictionary.com

COLONEL EDMUND [DON JUAN] BURKE: "[Sisters] Fiona {white} and Black Betty {oath of God; satisfaction} can make me appreciate the swift hand of God."

SISTER JU JITSU FIONA (GREG HUGHSON@GMAIL.COM) @ 0155 HOURS ON 20 JUNE 2017: "The Mosque attack.

Is it the first of many such retaliations or could it be the beginning of a unification of the until now, silent, western Muslim and the public, western world?

*G*

— NOW I SEE —

"YOU'RE NOT AXIS MUNDI.
CENTRE OF AFFECTION.
PLAIN AS IT'S MONDAY.
YOUR BANAL REFLECTION.

ONE THING IS CLEAR.
DRESSED UP WITH BUNT {ie. smut}
THE MIRROR TO PEER.
YOUR WIFE HAS A C@NT."

MICHAEL ‘MANSON’ CHRIST: "I said to my wife [Brunhilda] that I would like to speak like R.C. Sproul because he is articulate.

Lots of people who teach at that level are articulate.

To my surprise, she says, speakers like him speak like world book encyclopedias.

My wife reckons I speak real, normal language, true and relevant, engage personally, and inspirationally.

[Brunhilda] says if you are not personal then there is no hope of any 'listening'.
Now I know my newsgroup fans would agree with my wife.

So, I must say, thank you.

And thank you, again.

However, those of you that do not agree with my wife can get stuffed.

Amen."

**DUKE EARL (FASCIST CATHOLIC) WEBER:** "You speak fine. You just are out of touch with scripture."

**MILOCH ITCHY KOALA:** "Dunno DukeMan... we need to parse his acknowledgment out [some more]. I'm wondering if he sees his wife [as Mary {rebellious} or like Lot's wife—[sexually obsessive and incessant]]?

Did Mrs Mikey's wife do something unbiblical: {3 x #41 = #123 as judgment}... you know: {6 x #41 = #246 - Angel Gabriel - God is my *strength*}... something out of Sodom {their secret; their cement} & Gomorrah {rebellious people} and now Mikey's worried about her turning into a 'pillar of salt'?

And what's the deal with RC Sproul... other than the fact he's a drunk and finally resigned from his ministry.

Soooo many questions without any redeeming answers!

go Warriors!"

*PRELAPSARIAN*

"OH DEAR 'TIS SO PLAIN. ORIGINAL SIN FOR ALL SEE. JUST FOR BEING SO VAIN. AND DISDAINFUL OF ME. MURDEROUS LIKE CAIN.

SUCH A CROSS TO BEAR. E'RYONE SEEMS TO KNOW. THE NEWS IS EVERYWHERE. SHAME IS SUCH A BLOW. THEY'RE STARTING TO STARE."

*PRELAPSARIAN* (adjective):
characteristic of or pertaining to any innocent or carefree period: a prelapsarian youth.

Theology: occurring before the Fall: the prelapsarian innocence of Eden.

Word of the Day for 12 June 2017; Courtesy: www.dictionary.com

**YOUTUBE: “DON JUAN (Petshop Boys)”**

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zu1krfTa8c](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zu1krfTa8c)

**COLONEL EDMUND [DON JUAN] BURKE: @ 0340 HOURS ON 25 FEBRUARY 2018:** “IN THE HEAT OF BATTLE WAS HEARD THAT FAMOUS CRY: “GIVE ME LIBERTY OR GIVE ME HEAD!:

Girl bums are good for f@cking, but boy bums really get me hawt.”

**YOUTUBE: “Pet Shop Boys - My Night (Extended Mix)”**

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btZ6M2eyJqA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btZ6M2eyJqA)

**#120 DAYS OF SODOM {SALO / SALE}**

And I leave you with this close to final thought to better illustrate the point. That the thing which most disturbed my moral sensibilities as a purposed life which is mindful of its social accountabilities with respects to the director Paolo Pasolini’s film SALO: 120 Days of Sodom.

Was not the parody, that they disgustedly 'eat shit' as the eucharist (ie. wedding breakfast) meal within their wedding garments.

That the consideration of any absence of morality is not a question of any one particular sexual act in relation to another. There is little to be obtained from such a consideration, other than a determination of a circumstantial merit, in the futile argument of there being any existence of a greater virtue (ie. the degree of perversity and depravity) which is bestowed by one sexualised act over that of being engaged within by another.

But the greater consideration as a moral culpability, is that all the acts of impropriety as an unbridled expression of hedonism as conveyed by the film, actually occurred against the thundering of war as the background noise--it's constancy and mundaneness rendered it virtually imperceptible to our sensibilities and therein was a cause for a sense of a distorted, disproportionate and contrived morality.

And this aspect of banality, in which they engaged as the basis of their social context (as we have since 2001 when the war against Islamic extremism was commenced) and their course of life, through which characteristic they insensibly indulged their sexual infatuation.
(eg: they explored the profound question as to whether an adolescent female's arse was in any way different to a male's arse--when it is all said and done as your intention is to f@ck them both over)

As their individual fetish proclivities, even though undertaken in an unconscionable, limitless and boundless manner--didn't distress me as the real instance of debauchery and perversity as an inhumane conduct.

But more importantly, it was the circumstantial reality, that the audience was as the voyeur, who merely by a passive participation were the one's guilty of it. As they possessed no conscience reality as to the understanding of any abysmal depth to their own perverse and depraved state as being.

Which had been bestowed upon them by the simple act of their giving acquiescence to the relinquishing of their "Autonomy of Will" through the mere passage of time as the equaliser of us all, to being so captivated by only viewing the movie.

How are you in your manner of living, as your liberty to express your sexual predilection as a determined course of life, any different in your social conduct--tell me about the dignity and virtue which you possess?

I can at least say, 'Well men, when you translate that difficult Latin phrase 'SEPER FI' into the English vernacular: "always faithful" or "always loyal"--there must needs be a duty to punctuate the expression with a 'fuck me'.

By this, as an immodest insertion to such a phrase as ode to exemplary conduct. It would not be rightfully considered an impunity, as diminishment and a belittling made against any sense of their faithfulness and loyalty wherever they want to put it--if I can be so crass.

Well may you say, "I'm keen to meet tonight."

However, it would be entirely delusional of you to conclude, that merely by such a desire as succinctly expressed by you through an economy of just "nine words" as the immaterial sexual want of yours. That it is then, manifestly the substantial cause as my impetus for the claim that you have departed from all sense of decency as decorum being a stable characteristic, in having lost a total semblance of rationality, as any connectivity with the temporal as sensibility and coherence of reality--manifestly an insanity as narcissist personality disordered. But then, I've fancifully engaged within a public rant of now some [one hundred and nine] pages.

You after all, are young and whimsical in being entirely driven as governed by a daemonic circumstantial desire as inclusive of your sexual appetite--it can no more make a justifiable claim of a substantial rationality, coherence and integrity of being because you are entirely unable to keep your intention, the
utterance of your words and any consequential action within concord as the ethereal quality and the affirmation of the legitimacy of existence, which separates the mind of a man from the impertinence, impudence and the inconsequential amorality of the boy as possessing a deficiency and having a questionable and an illegitimacy as only a pretentious claim to humanity--Such that, sex with you would be bestial and against nature.

In truth, I have paid little attention as any affection being a conscious and benevolent intent directed towards your proposition by means of a sissified self identity as intrinsically an unremarkable persona, which is incapable of possessing a transcendent and ethereal presence of existence as being.

Rather, I saw a greater opportunity to indulge my mindless infatuation as unrestrained sexual pursuit as sporting opportunism. By a deliberate courting of their affections through a guerrilla warfare tacit as hunt for quarry--softly softly, catchee monkey--in other words, 'Don't flurry; patience gains the day.'!

--- DENSE AS BUSHMEAT ---

"SOFTLY SOFTLY
CATCHY MONKEY.
SUCH TUCKER
AS BUSHMEAT.

LOOKY LOOKY.
ON THE MONEY.
WITLESS WANKER.
SEDITIONOUS HEAT.

LIES 'N PORKY.
DENSE DONKEY.
ENDLESS RANCOUR.
DISEASED TREAT."

YOUTUBE: "Catchy Monkey (Kovak)"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9m1mBhqFZ5k>

As the uninhibited public beguiling, promiscuous seduction and unrestrained sexual propositioning of our Str8 caucasian masculine Australian Service men. For no other purpose as the indulgence of my licentiousness manner as the course and character of my life, which is entirely pre-occupied by an abysmal and insatiable desire to fulfil my existentialist lust as my values based fetish want.

What sin is mine and what sin is yours?"
MAXIME @ 1235 HOURS <http://www.grapple369.com?time:12.35&idea:{185}&idea:{360}&idea:{237}&idea:{394}> {*NOTE* #237 - *USE* *OF* *FORCE*} ON 16 OCTOBER 2017: "I have attended at the SALE police station in relation to my APPLICATION FOR A PERSONAL SAFETY / INTERVENTION ORDER within case no: H12143475.

And advised them of your dishonesty concerning representations made to the SALE Magistrates Court on 13 September 2017 where in the absence of the RESPONDENT within this matter, you falsely claimed to the registrar as the Honourable A. PATON of a desire to contest this matter despite my publicly accessible eBay feedback of 100% <http://www.grapple369.com/docs/ebay.pdf> which includes the purchase of a *ROSETTA* *STONE* for your son upon 23 November 2016 and I note that a former American Secretary of State John Kerry’s comment on such:

"I've been asked, 'What is the secret to having a real impact on government?' Well, it's recently changed. I used to say, 'Either run for office or get a degree from the Harvard Kennedy School,'" he said. "But with this White House, I’d say,

'*BUY* *ROSETTA* *STONE* *AND* *LEARN* *RUSSIAN*.'"  

— OO ROO TO OOHRAH —

"I AM THE APPLE 🍏 OF HIS EYE 👁️. THINKING TO DO ME OVER 🐱? YOU OUGHT NOT EVEN TRY.

SEMANTIC FIELDS IN CLOVER 🌿 {ie. *PADDOCK* which is owned by a *STEVE*}.

MOUTH WORDS LIKE PUSKIN.
DING-DONG, POOH-POOH,
BOW-WOW OR TA-TA PUTIN.
KOOWEE NOR TO TRY WOO.

*ROSETTA* *STONE* SO WRIT.
AS PLAIN FOR ALL TO SEE.
SAY OTHERWISE SUCH TWIT.

THAT GOD {#226 as #70, #30, #10, #6, #50, #10, #50 = 'elyown (Aramaic) (H5946): {#5 as #166} 1) the Most High; 1a) of God} LOVES EVEN ME." [Written 3 July 2017]
Those noobs such as Colonel Edmund J. Burke <burkesbabes@std-girls.com> and alt.usenet.kooks are just pack hunting, gang-banging Hitler aggrandizers and dildo ([vulgar slang]: stupid or ridiculous persons) idolizing cult of game player participants, who as c@ck pumpers (ie. have lost touch with all reality and are fixated entirely upon an intense over rated feeling of happiness in vain inflated opinions, and seem agitated at the debris pilling upon their names), celebrate everything within life as a parody...

**YouTube:** Paula's {small; little} Downfall - The sock from zoonoses.de gets PWNED (ie. utterly defeat an opponent or rival)

"BUT PAUL {small; little} (THE FUEHRER),

HE ALSO LINKED THE MESSAGE IDS TO THE IP ADDRESSES FROM THE AIOE LOGS.

BY DOING THIS, HE HAS PROVEN THAT KENSI {handsome; comely} IS YOUR SOCK-PUPPET...

BUT WE WERE WINNING!!!

FOR F@CK'S SAKE, WE WERE WINNING!!!

NOW I'M EXPOSED ... AS A KOOK WHO DOES THINGS TO GOATS {{British Informal]: a stupid person, a fool} ... [BUT] I AM THE FRIENDLY NEIGHBOUR VOTE WRANGLER (FNVW)!!!

I'LL SHOW THESE KOOKOLOGISTS WHO'S BOSS!!!

LADY: [SNIFFLES]

THEY'LL REGRET THE DAY THEY EVER CALLED ME SEAMUS (ie. JACK {God is gracious; man or boy}):

SEAMUS is a male first name of Celtic origin. It is the Gaelic equivalent of the name James which is the English New Testament variant for the Hebrew name Jacob {that supplants, undermines; the heel}

THERE'S NO EVIDENCE TO PROVE I'M KENSI {handsome; comely}--EVIDENCE MY FAT ASS!!!
HIS EVIDENCE IS FULL OF HOLES.

I COULD FLY A PLANE THROUGH THEM.

**YOUTUBE:** “Air Afrikaans”

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYOlbXJTVIc>

A BIG F@CKING PLANE!!! AND THE GOATS WONT TALK.

MILITARY AID: BUT PAUL {small; little} (ie. FUEHRER), THEY KNOW KENSI {handsome; comely} WEAR’S WOMEN'S UNDERWEAR (ie. a sissifying)

NONE OF THESE NASTY THINGS THEY HAVE SAID OR IMPLIED ABOUT ME ARE AT ALL TRUE!!!

IT'S MORPHY KOOK-AID!!!

I HAVE FLATLY CONTRADICTED [IT AND] YOU['RE] FLATLY CONTRADICTING MY CLAIM HERE ... SO NOTHING THAT YOU HAVE SAID IS F@CKING UNOPPOSED!!!

[AND ALL DONE] IN FRONT OF SEVEN BILLION POTENTIAL VIEWERS.

ACCOUNT BANNED IS REFUTED!!!

I'VE ENGAGED IN THIS WAR AND WON ... AND IF YOU SPEAK ABOUT GOATS AGAIN I'LL BREAK YOUR LEGS!!

REMEMBER THAT I AM A CO-VOTE WRANGLER WITH THE [TARD]!!!

WHAT I WILL DO IS RUN MY FAKE BALLOTS AND GIVE THEM ALL KOOK AWARDS.

LIKE STALIN!!!!"

FUEHRER: I WANT TO SEE MY GOATS VERY SOON.

I WANT TO HAVE A BIT OF FUN.

I LIKE THEIR FRISKY SCENT. (ie. *FROWZY* (ill-smelling, musty; dirty and untidy; slovenly) [Courtesy www.dictionary.com as Word of the day for 10 November 2016]

GRAB THE HIND LEGS, AND UP IT!!

FAR RIGHTER
FOR ME TO HAVE MY FUN WITH SOCK-PUPPETS AND GOATS THAN WITH REAL HUMANS!!!

FEMALE: (CRYING)

2ND FEMALE: IT'S OKAY ANNA NO GOATS WERE HARMED [IN] MAKING THIS PARODY.

ANNA is a Latinate variant of the French name Anne, which is a cognate of the Hebrew name Hannah {gracious; full of grace; merciful; he that *gives*}

What I have in my favour is that from an analysis of Adolf Hitler's Table Talk there is a record of his extensively using Category of Understanding #231 upon 5 June 1942 which is also the issue {vis a vis: I Ching / Egyptian ANKH / Greco-Roman Magic Square associated to Roman Empire Governance} and the determinist characteristic as being causal for the religious impetus of psychological impunity made against the GLBTI Community.

Adolf Hitler does so in relation to the assassination of Reinhard Heydrich (7 March 1904 – 4 June 1942) who was a high-ranking German Nazi official during World War II, and a main architect of the Holocaust.

He was an SS-Obergruppenführer und General der Polizei (Senior Group Leader and General of Police) as well as chief of the Reich Main Security Office (including the Gestapo, Kripo, and SD). He was also Stellvertretender Reichsprotektor (Deputy/Acting Reich-Protector) of Bohemia and Moravia.

IDEA @236 / PAGE #522 - APPOINTMENT OF REICH BISHOP ON 7 JUNE 1941: A PROCESSION AT BARCELONA — HARASSING THE FALANGE — MY DISTRUST OF SERRANO SUNER — SUPERIOR RESISTANCE OF ITALIANS TO CHURCH HERESIES — GERMAN EMPERORS AND THE CHURCH — A REQUIEM MASS FOR THE PROTECTOR OF BOHEMIA AND MORAVIA

Quite recently *THE* *CHURCH* tried to pull off a new one of this kind. The Bishop of Bohemia and Moravia *BEGGED* [*FOR*] *PERMISSION* *TO* *BE* *ALLOWED* *TO* *HOLD* *A* *REQUIEM* *MASS* *WITH* *CHIMES* *FOR* *SS* *OBERGRUPPENFUEHRER* *HEYDRICH* [*WHO* *AS* *THE* *ARCHITECT* *OF* *THE* *HOLOCAUST* *WAS* *ASSASSINATED* *ON* 4 JUNE 1942]. I told the gentleman bluntly that he would have been much better employed if he had previously offered prayers for the safety and welfare of the Reich Protector!

IDEA @237 AS *USE* *OF* *FORCE* / PAGE #522 - PRAISE FOR REICH YOUTH LEADER ON 8TH JUNE 1942: THE ROLE OF COMING
During dinner photographs were passed round, showing the Reich Youth Leader in the company of Youth Group Leaders, male and female, from Norway, Denmark, Holland, etc.

The Fuehrer expressed himself as follows:

It is an excellent thing that Axmann has been at the front as a soldier. The loss of an arm in battle will undoubtedly enhance his prestige with the youths, not only of Germany, but also of the other countries. I am very pleased, too, to welcome Axmann's efforts, and to see how he strives continuously to *BIND* {ie. 6 x #41 = #246 of INTELLECTUS AS GENITIVE VOLUNTATUS / ANGEL GABRIEL AND BINDING NORM (NORMA OBLIGANS)} the youth of the German lands with ever closer *BONDS* {ie. 7 x #41 = #287 of INTELLECTUS AS GENITIVE VOLUNTATUS AND MANIFESTING NORM (NORMA DENUNTIANIS)}

#287 as #1, #50, #1, #3, #20, #1, #10, #1, #200 = anagkaios (G316): {
   #9 as #356} 1) necessary; 1a) what one can not do without, indispensable; 1b) connected by bonds of nature or friendship; 1c) what ought according to the law of duty be done, what is required by the circumstances} to National Socialism and to the German way of thought.

Israeli media yesterday [22 February 2018] also said of the Islamic Grand Mufti Mohammed Amin al-Husseini as a Palestinian Arab nationalist, that he had earlier met with Adolf Hitler who at their meeting on 28 November, 1941 promised the “total destruction” of the Jews. And then the next day, 29 November, Heydrich sent out the invitations to the Wannsee Conference where the Final Solution was said to have been officially formulated and implemented.

And thus this Israeli news media statement: "THE GENOCIDAL NAZI PLAN TO MASS-MURDER JEWS IS INEXTRICABLY INTERTWINED WITH THE GENOCIDAL PALESTINIAN PLAN TO MASS-MURDER JEWS."

I would also equate this with a dichotomy existing between Roman Catholicism as Vatican City State and Empire Governance associated to the Pythagorean binomial HETEROS THEORY OF NUMBER as the incontrovertible clarity given of HITLER’S TABLE TALK:
IDEA @I / PAGE #3 ON SATURDAY 5 JULY 1941: "THE *FASCIST* *MOVEMENT* *IS* *A* *SPONTANEOUS* *RETURN* *TO* *THE* *TRADITIONS* *OF* *ANCIENT* *ROME* {strength}.

IDEA @52 / PAGE #87 ON EVENING 25 OCTOBER 1941 WHERE HEYDRICH WAS A SPECIAL GUEST: "*THE* *ATTEMPT* *TO* *CREATE* *A* *JEWISH* *STATE* *WILL* *BE* *A* *FAILURE*."

THE BOOK THAT CONTAINS THE REFLECTIONS OF THE EMPEROR JULIAN SHOULD BE CIRCULATED IN MILLIONS. WHAT WONDERFUL INTELLIGENCE, WHAT DISCERNMENT, ALL THE WISDOM OF ANTIQUITY!

IT'S EXTRA- ORDINARY."

ACCORDING TO WIKIPEDIA: Julian (Latin: Flavius Claudius Iulianus Augustus[a]; Greek: Φλάβιος Κλαύδιος Ιουλιανός Αὐγουστος; 331/332 – 26 June 363), also known as Julian the Apostate, was Roman Emperor from 361 to 363, as well as a notable philosopher and author in Greek.

A member of the Constantinian dynasty, Julian became Caesar over the western provinces by order of Constantius II in 355, and in this role he campaigned successfully against the Alamanni and Franks. Most notable was his crushing victory over the Alamanni at the Battle of Argentoratum (Strasbourg) in 357, leading his 13,000 men against a Germanic army three times larger.

Julian was a man of unusually complex character: he was "the military commander, the theosophist, the social reformer, and the man of letters". *HE* *WAS* *THE* *LAST* *NON*-CHRISTIAN* *RULER* *OF* THE* *ROMAN* *EMPIRE*, *AND* *HE* *BELIEVED* *THAT* *IT* WAS* NECESSARY* *TO* RESTORE* THE* EMPIRE'S* ANCIENT* *VALUES* *AND* TRADITIONS* *IN* ORDER* *TO* SAVE* IT* FROM* DISSOLUTION*. [Athanassiadi, 'Julian and Hellenism', p. 88]

He purged the top-heavy state bureaucracy, and attempted to revive traditional Roman religious practices at the expense of Christianity. Julian also forbade the Christians from teaching classical texts and learning. His rejection of the Christianity imposed on him in his youth, and his PROMOTION* OF* NEOPLATONIC* HELLENISM* {ie. Pythagorean binomial theory of number} in its place caused him to be remembered as Julian the Apostle by the church. [<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julian_(emperor)>]

These statements are shown to be substantiated by my deterministic mathematical facts as a product of a non exhaustive informal research into an existence of an equivalent Pythagorean / neo-Platonic methodology which has
by an impetus of an UMBRA applied as an interference, been unlawfully made against my Intellectual Property as trinomial mathematical theoretical noumenon."

[http://www.grapple369.com?zen:1,row:9,col:3,nous:53&idea:{53}&idea:{m,420}&idea:{f,439}>


#439 as #2, #3, #4, #400, #10, #20 = beged (H899): {#1 as #9} 1) treachery, deceit; 2) (CLBL) garment, clothing (used indiscriminately);

#439 as #300, #9, #80, #10, #40 = shataph (H7857): {#3 as #389} 1) to wash, rinse, overflow, engulf, rinse or wash off; 1a) (Qal); 1a1) to overflow; 1a2) to flow, run; 1a3) to rinse or wash off; 1b) (Niphal) to be swept away, be rinsed out; 1c) (Pual) to be rinsed, be scoured and rinsed;

— ODE TO A KING —

"ANUBIS ANUBIS.
GIVE ME A KISS.
FOR DEPARTED BLISS.
THEE I TRANSGRESS.
FORGET MY REMISS.
MY HEART IS GLASS.
LET NONE ME CUSS.
TO ETERNITY PASS."

DOLF @ 1508 HOURS ON 9 FEBRUARY 2018: "SHALL I PRONOUNCE {

#439 as #1, #80, #1, #3, #3, #5, #10, #30, #1, #300, #5 = apaggello (G518): {#6 as #953} 1) to bring tidings (from a person or a thing), bring word, report; 2) *TO* *PROCLAIM*, *TO* *MAKE* *KNOWN* *OPENLY*, *DECLARE*

} YOUR JUDGMENT NOW WHILST IT {ie. YOUR HEART} YET SCARCELY BEATS OR WAIT FOR YOU TO DIE?"

SG1 (LOST@THERACES.COM) @ 0906 HOURS ON 24 FEBRUARY 2018: "WHO PUT THE HIT ON TURDBULL?"
Was it Little Willie of Barnabull that arranged for the White House to be hit (attempted) by a vehicle??

DOLF @ 0958 HOURS ON 24 FEBRUARY 2018: "Stick to “cock and bull” fairy tales you neo-Nazi empathiser—little wonder then you have to post anonymously...

<http://www.grapple369.com?time:9.58> ←—Time of original message which we are confirming as righteous conduct against the *HOLY* noumenon

... go hit on your Roman Catholic corpse whore {

#393 as [#1, #20, #1, #9, #1, #100, #200, #10, #1, #50] = akatharsia (G167): {#6 as #343} 1) uncleanness; 1a) physical; 1b) in a moral sense: the impurity of lustful, luxurious, profligate living {ie. recklessly extravagant or wasteful in the use of resources; licentious; dissolute}; 1b1) of impure motives;

} bride.

And let us cleave to reality you vile, contemptible and wretched creature.
These photographs of Irish/Roman Catholic weddings of 1920-1930’s within Australia as preceding those of Nazi Germany as you would otherwise presuppose.

We can by dialectic distinguish within this ethereal system a beginning {#1 - #YOD / #CENTRE AS POSITION}, middle {#41 - #MEM / DELIMITATION} and end {#81 - #TAU / CIRCUMSCRIBE} which is both compatible with the DAOist HOMOIOS THEORY OF NUMBER as perennialist heritage and that of our Letters Patent to Federation of the Commonwealth of Australia. We are compelled to envisage this eternal process under the *FORM* *OF* *TIME*, *TO* *APPLY* *TEMPORAL* *DISTINCTIONS* *TO* *THAT* *WHICH* *IS* *EXTRA*-*OR* *SUPRA*-*TEMPORAL* and deploys the DAOist meta-descriptor prototypes and an agreed #72 mathematical elements as the anthropic principle overlay {viz a viz the Greco-Roman / Sudoku (⿏鼠毒) puzzlement as magic square}:

41 1 57
49 33 17
9 65 25 = #99 / #297 {#ONE}

42 2 58
50 34 18
10 66 26 = #102 / #306 {#TWO}

43 3 59
51 35 19
11 67 27 = #105 / #315 {#THREE}

44 4 60
52 36 20
12 68 28 = #108 / #324 {#FOUR}

45 5 61
53 37 21
13 69 29 = #111 / #333 {#FIVE}

46 6 62
54 38 22
14 70 30 = #114 / #342 {#SIX}

47 7 63
55 39 23
15 71 31 = #117 / #351 {#SEVEN}

48 8 64
56 40 24
16 72 32 = #120 / #360 {#EIGHT}
THE HOMOIOIS PROTOTYPE UTILIZES THE HETERO SPIROGYRA ORDER SQUARE WHEREAS THE HETEROS (‘CHRIST MURDEROUS’) PROTOTYPE UTILIZES THE GRECO-ROMAN MAGIC SQUARE.

As they produce different categories of understanding associated with the temporal reality, *PLEASE* *ENSURE* *THAT* *YOU* *DO* *NOT* *BREACH* *MY* *INTELLECTUAL* *PROPERTY* *BY* *IMPROPERLY* *ASSIGNING* *TO* *YOURSELVES* *AN* *ENTITLEMENT* *TO* *USE* *MY* *INTELLECTUAL* *PROPERTY* *AS* *A* *WEAPON* *AGAINST* *ME*.

I WOULD REASONABLY CONCLUDE BY SUCH #123 / #231 CATEGORIES OF UNDERSTANDING (AND ESPECIALLY THE LATER) THAT FROM A BRIEF ANALYSIS OF DIARY ENTRIES FROM 2 to 23 June 1942 WITHIN ADOLF HITLER’S BOOK TITLED “TABLE TALK” WAS STEEPED WITHIN FREEMASONRY AND HAS A KNOWLEDGE OF THE EGYPTIAN ANKH ASSOCIATED TO THE GRECO-ROMAN MAGIC SQUARE AND THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH ET AL.

TO SAY NOTHING OF MY ANTAGONISTS BEING EQUIVALENTLY ATTRIBUTED by each of the UMBRA / GEMATRIA entries associated to the INTELLECTUAL TETRAD as seemingly associated to the ANKH ♂ symbol of ‘life’ and the ‘hand mirror’ as reflecting the course of action:

#33
#58
#17
#473

As an abnormal clustering which we have observed within the CATEGORY OF UNDERSTANDING #473 within the Nous: #77 - Natural Guide, Heaven’s Reason; I-Ching: H12 - Obstruction, Standstill (stagnation), Selfish persons; Tetra: 57 - Guardedness;

74 81 76
79 77 75
78 73 80 = #231 - #108 = #123 / #693 - #369 = #324 {#TEN} AS RETURN TO GRECO-ROMAN MAGIC SQUARE BEING ITSELF
BIRDS OF A FEATHER.
OH THOU DARK RAVEN.
HOW’S THE WEATHER?
IN YOUR DANK COVEN.
NOW UPON YOU TETHER.
N'ER ETERNAL HEAVEN." [Written 0900 hours on 28 December 2017]


Hell {

#352 as #6, #30, #20, #80, #6, #200, #10 = kephowr (H3713): {#5 as #306} 1) bowl, basin; 2) hoar frost, frost

} awaits you.

YOUTUBE: "Dubstep Gaming Music ⬇️ Best Dubstep, Drum n Bass, Drumstep ✔️ It’s Gaming Time"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7gjoW5y15c>

<http://www.grapple369.com/images/KORPPIONOIKEUS.jpg>

[IMAGE: GEERT OR DOLF AS TARGETED #KORPPIONOIKEUS ENDEMIC CULTURE OF INTERNET / COMMUNITY HATRED AS EXEMPLAR MENS REA OF PIKE]

Thus the consideration is what then is the GNOMIC IMPERATIVE instruction set which is applied by the understanding of the enigmatic depiction of husband /
wife prostrate before Osiris as #34 - JUPITER conveyed by this scene from the Egyptian Book of the Dead:

![Image](http://www.grapple369.com/images/weddingblues.jpg)

**[IMAGE]** When one can define both the origin of #NUMBER and LETTERS where then does that leave your Pythagorean TERNIO (#INR) Babylonian whoredom as Christ murderous / God Almighty blasphemy and fascist piety?

There is therefore, not any intelligent sound you can utter.]

And how this might apply to an interpretation given to determinism of the Egyptian ANKH (shown above).

There are several possibilities which can be readily cognised:

a) The + is understood as CANONICAL {ie. act of Nature} involving from top to bottom, left to right the the notion of COSMIC constituency:

- **#NINE** {#231 / #693}
- **#ONE** {#99 / #297}
- **#SEVEN** {#117 / #351}
- **#THREE** {#105 / #315}
- **#FIVE** {#111 / #333}

b) It is understood in terms of ARCH KAI TELOS OIDA: {1 (#5) + 2 (#12) + 3 (#15) + 4 (#40) = 10 (#72)} as a logical proposition applied to the esoteric number as the total sum:

\[
#45 + #136 + #325 + #666
\]
In any event we are able to cognise the CATEGORIES OF UNDERSTANDING for each intellectual concept.

41  1 57
49 33 17
\[9 65 25 = \#99 / \#297 \{\text{#ONE}\} + \]

42  2 58
50 34 18
\[10 66 26 = \#102 / \#306 \{\text{#TWO}\} + \]

43  3 59
51 35 19
\[11 67 27 = \#105 / \#315 \{\text{#THREE}\} + \]

44  4 60
52 36 20
\[12 68 28 = \#108 / \#324 \{\text{#FOUR}\} = \]

74 81 76
79 77 75
\[78 73 80 = \#231 - \#108 = \#123 / \#693 - \#369 = \#324 \{\text{#TEN}\} \]

RETURN TO GRECO-ROMAN MAGIC SQUARE BEING ITSELF

THUSLY:

**VIRTUE as MIND:** \{1 + 2 = \#3\} +

**TOOLS as SCIENCE:** \{3 + 4 = \#7\} +

**POSITION as OPINION:** \{5 + 6 = \#11\} +

**TIME as SENSE:** \{7 + 8 = \#15\}

= \#36 (ie. H27 - Realm of its Nature as Heaven - Formula of Universal Law + H9 - System's Cosmology as Earth - Formula of Humanity) \#111 / \#666 Magic Sum as logical \#CENTRE / \#FIVE:

45  5 61
53 37 21
\[13 69 29 = \#111 / \#333 \{\text{#FIVE}\} \]

c) Whether it follows the sequence methodology popularised by the later Pythagorean magic square sum redaction [1-5-6-7-2-3-4-8-9] as a total which is computed by the equation: \( n(n^2+1)/2 \)
d) Or whether there is implied only a plain reading of the ANKH sequence which then corresponds to linear progression of Magic Squares / Platonic solids as the binomial / centrist notion given to an understanding as STOICHEION OF THE KOSMOS:

\[(1 \ldots 2 \ldots) 3 (\#15 \text{ CE}) \ldots 4 (\#34 \text{ CE}) \ldots 5 (\#65 \text{ CE}) \ldots 6 (\#111 \text{ CE}) \ldots 7 (\#175 \text{ CE}) \ldots 8 (\#260 \text{ CE}) \ldots 9 (\#369 \text{ CE})\]

The image of Osiris enthroned as king of the dead, according to a Book of the Dead (a funerary papyrus). He is worshipped by the dead man and his wife, who have successfully passed over to the afterlife by following in Osiris footsteps is obtained from Section 45 / Page 198 of “The Seventy Great Mysteries of Ancient Egypt” edited by Bill Manley (Thames & Hudson) 2003 as ISBN 0-500-05123-2.

Given the hymeneal / phallus basis to religious belief instead of INTELLECTUS AS GENITIVE VOLUNTĀTIS being the basis of my substantiated religious belief which even though compliant with God’s law it is not permissible for me to have any citizen entitlement under the law of the land.

“[Concerning these] mysteries of sin (...) but they did not know the secret of the way things are nor did they understand the things of old and they did not know what would come upon them, so they did not rescue themselves without the secret of the way things are.
This shall be the sign that this shall come to pass: when the sources of evil are shut up and wickedness is banished in the presence of righteousness, as darkness in the presence of light, or as smoke vanishes and is no more, in the same way wickedness will vanish forever and righteousness will be manifest like the sun. The world will be made firm and all the adherents of the secrets of sin shall be no more. True knowledge shall fill the world and there will never be any more folly.

This is all ready to happen, it is a true oracle, and by this it shall be known to you that it cannot be averted.

— SIGNS ‘N WONDERS —

“I AM RIGHTEOUS.
AND YOU’RE NOT.
ALWAYS IMPIOUS.
THAT’S THE PLOT.

BY GOD DECLARED.
TO BEING JUST SO.
OF YOU DESPAIRED.
MOST CERTAINLY NO.

ALL SLANDER CEASE.
I’M NOT TO BLAME.
OR NEVER BE PEACE.
PLAYING YOUR GAME.”

YOUTUBE: “The Unlikely Candidates - Oh My Dear Lord (Lyric Video)”

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eM6mQKan2WE>

It is true that all the peoples reject evil, yet it advances in all of them. It is true that truth is esteemed in the utterances of all the nations - yet is there any tongue or language that grasp it? What nation wants to be oppressed by another that is stronger? Or who wants his money to be stolen by a wicked man? Yet what nation is there that has not oppressed its neighbor? Where is the people that has not robbed the wealth of another ...” [1Q27 / 1QMysteries / 4Q299 - 301]

If it’s not maleficence then it’s otherwise defeasance as both are illegal acts which is the characteristic of your profligate indolent life in breaching human rights conventions against the dignity of the person.

But if these also contributed to a transactional information / knowledge as a sapient Artificial Intelligence driven economy which has its viability established
upon the entelechy driver itself by the intra / inter exercise of an unencumbered will in the INTELLECTUS AS GENITIVE VOLUNTÄTUS.

You are not talking about a deficiency {ie. I do not confuse issues of knowledge pragmatics with a reliance upon specific insight as a dependent regard for the sapient expertise of others} run economy but something altogether viably different and sustainable.

Not to overstate then the economic opportunity in that you could pay a transaction fee for each of those information / knowledge as sapient services...

Imagine then, if some one billion persons performed such core revenue inducing tasks at a cost of $1 per day for every day of the year as then proportionally shared between sovereign states rather than any individual or corporation—the STATE after all is the provider of this ratiocination architecture which fully conforms by Letters Patent to the COMMONWEALTH's entirety of legislative framework and the Corporations would by impetus of innovation, then competitively deploy it accordingly.

Suddenly the National Health Service is vibrant again—oh yes that if the Egyptian ANKH has the meaning of “life / breath of life / eternal life” what then do you think it might mean to be already as demonstrated, intrinsically part of my inner human cognitive biological function()?

My primary goal at this stage is to sketch (ie. broadly a conceptual engineering) the prerequisite functionality of the prototype so as to determine the viability of my hypothetical proposition which does not mean that I will always scope the optimal nuanced semantical constructs.


- dolf
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